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News
views
With statewide elections coming
up next month, Newjviewi asked
students if they have registered to
vote in Bowling Green. Of the 14
persons interviewed, seven have
registered to vote in Bowling Green,
five have registered in their home
cities and two have not registered at
all.
Susan Kroll, sophomore:
"I haven't registered to vote in BG
possibly because I haven't had the
time and I feel that my knowledge of
the political outlook is not as wide as
it should be."
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Chris Burgess, Junior:
"I haven't registered in the past at
home because of the lack of interest.
But this year I feel that, because of
the way things have been going with
Governor Rhodes and his ideas,
things haven't been working very
well.

The

Margaret E. Barrett, senior:
"Yes, I registered to vote in BG
because I'm a responsible citizen
and because I want to vote. I want
Celeste to get in. I vote every year
here because it's easier than getting
an absentee ballot."

Bowling 'Green *5late University

Editor's note:
Staff Reporter Cynthia Leise and
Photo Editor Dave Ryan accompanied Campus Safety and
Security Officer Charlotte R.
Starnes on the new ride-along
program. The program allows
students, faculty or staff the opportunity to get to know campus
safety personnel and procedures
better.
More than anyone else at Campus
Safety and Security, Officer
Charlotte R. Starnes' protests
against unfair treatment by her
former superiors prompted the
overhaul of the department.
University Employee Relations
Review Committee ruled in 1974 that
Starnes had been the victim of a
"pattern of harassment and
discrimination" within the force
which often made her the butt of
sexist and racist comments. That
pattern, which continued against her
and other women and minorities at
the departnment and in the campus
community, was a motivating factor
in the investigation of the department which last year called for
major changes.
There is a side of Starnes which
one must experience to understand.
It is the wisdom of a woman who has

done as much to sensitize herself
and other officers to the police role
in a campus community that
becomes apparent.
She talked about the department,
applauding the changes made since
William R. Bess became director.
"We're returning to the student
oriented kind of department we had
when I came here in 1969," she said.
' 'That is what Mr. Bess is asking and
that is what we are doing."
She said the department had
become too harsh under former
director Dale F. Shaffer and that she
was instructed at times to become
tougher.
The removal of some of the more
law-enforcement minded officers
has brought the department back to
where it should be, she said.
Starnes said she also is pleased
with the merger of community
relations and crime prevention
programs in the department, which
she probably will coordinate. In
addition, she said she hopes the six
new officers soon to be hired will
bring fresh blood, new ideas and new
goals to the department.
She said her own continuing goals
to understand as well as apprehend
wrongdoers will keep her growing in
her field.

Austrian education rigorous
By Paula Winslow
Staff Reporter
By the time an Austrian student
enrolls in his freshman year at the
University of Salzburg he probably will
have been thoroughly educated in a
gymnasium (college preparatory
school), in German, Latin, physics,
mathematics, chemistry, biology,
theology and physical education.
He also will have passed the matura,
an integral week-long battery of oral
and written comprehensive tests in
various subjects.
But despite his extensive classical
education, the typical Austrian college
student probably is similar to most at
the University, according to Dr. Erwin
Sturzl, professor at the University of
Salzburg.
DURING HIS VISIT to the University
this week for the 10th anniversary of the
University Academic Abroad Program,
Sturzl noted some differences between

the two universities involved in that
program.
"They (Austrian students) like funsports, dancing and singing," he said.
"I wouldn't say they are more serious."
Sturzl, director of the Institute for
English Language and Literature in
Salzburg, described Austrian students'
attitudes toward college courses.
"THEY STUDY what is required and
only what is required," he noted.
"They used to do more than this but
now they want to finish as quickly as
possible."
But Austrians receive a more
classical education than most
American students, Sturzl said. In
most European schools the fine arts of
literature and foreigh languages and
cultures are emphasized, even in
elementary schools.
"The art school has the most important faculty in the university," he
said, adding that of about 7,500 students
at Salzburg, nearly 4,000 are studying

Inside the News
NEWS: The ethnic studies program has received a $37,000 federal
grant. Page 3.
DAY IN REVIEW: State, national and world news is on Page 4.
SPORTS: The jury is still out on Falcon Football defense, according to Sports Editor Steve Sadler. Also in sports, the Falcon
women's field hockey team was victorious over Kent State and
Ashland College. Page 6.

Weather

Cloudy
High68F(2tC)
Low57F(14C)
40 percent chance of rain

Dean Bums, sophomore:
"I registered in BG because it's
too much trouble for me to get an
absentee ballot. Since I am a
resident of BG, I might as well vote
here. I really haven't paid that much
attention to the issues, but I plan to
in the future."

G wews

Officer aims for police reform

Newsphoto by Dave Ryan

Derrick McClure, sophomore:
"I registered because voting is
very important to me. I've never
really gotten involved. Voting to me
is getting involved. This way people
can respond to who they want in
government. And I've never done it
before so I thought it would be a new
experience."

the arts and about 1,000 are majoring in
the sciences.
Referring to University President
Hollis A. Moore Jr.'s remarks given at
an awards luncheon Monday, Sturzl
said the "global attitude Moore found
lacking at the University is a necessity
in Austria.
"THE MOTIVATION is different,"
he explained, noting that Austria, with
only about seven and a half million
people, has a smaller area than Ohio
and is bordered by seven other countries.
"In a small country like Austria, our
people must know languages, he continued. "In the south of Austria, for
example, Italian is compulsory."
Sturzl himself speaks German,
English, French, Italian, modem
Greek, some Russian and also can read
Spanish.
"I would say they have a more
cosmopolitan attitude.
They meet
tourists from many countries and they

travel in Europe and some even go to
America," he said.
This "universalism" Sturzl said he
sees in Austrian students also could be
a factor of the physical structure of the
university. The college buildings are
scattered throughout the city,
preventing a close campus atmosphere,
he explained.
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Senior citizens center
seeks more funds
By Tom Smith
Staff Reporter
The Wood County senior citizens
center, in the former post office at 305
N. Main St. recently moved one step
closer to reality.
Carolyn M. I jneback, administrative
assistant to the municipal administrator for grants, reported phase
one of the project was completed at the
end of September and phase two sooon
will begin.
In the initial phase, a new roof was
installed and many interior walls were
removed. This phase was financed by a
$36,842 grant from the federal government under the Older Americans Act
of 1965 and with 112,281 from the city's
general revenue-sharing money,
Line back explained.
PHASE TWO includes upgrading the
heating system and improving the
ventilation and drainage systems.
Lineback said the city was notified in
late August of a $96,000 federal grant
available to it under the same program.
She said the city also will contribute
$24,000 from the general revenuesharing fund.
She said the specifications of phase
two work are awaiting state approval
so rehabiliation can begin.
Lineback did not set a completion
date on the project, which began in late
1976 when the building was purchased
by the city for $105,000 from the U.S.
General Services Administration. She
said the city is seeking two more grants
to finance interior renovation.
Because the city has applied to place
the structure on the National Historic
Place register in Washington, it is
eligible for grants and loans to improve
the building.
Lineback also has
requested $47,000 from the U.S.
Department of Interior to install an
elevator in the building.
ELIGIBILITY requirements for a

historical classification are that the
exterior of the building and its ornate
lobby remain visually intact.
The front will be altered to form a
porch on the steps of the main entrance
but the change will not detract from the
building's original appearance, she
said.
A window on the south side of the
building will be removed to accommodate the new entrance. Even
with the addition of ramps for the
handicapped, the appearance of the
building will not change, she said.
The city will seek a grant in the
"neighborhood" of $200,000 under the
provisons of the Older Americans Act to
complete the remodeling of the
building's interior. Lineback explained
that the measure which would fund the
act for fiscal year 1979, which began
Oct. 1, has not been passed by
Congress.
"WE HAVE no idea if they approve
our application, when it will be or when
we would get the money." she explained.
The center's aim must be multijursidictional to be eligible for the
grants it has received, she said.
Although the city has spent its revenuesharing money on the building, it will be
open to all county senior citizens.
"The city has funded the project to
date and it hopes to complete the
building without asking for help from
the county," she added.
Once the center is in operation, the
city hopes to have the county help with
the operating costs, she said.
The city has been advised by
members of the business, University
and senior communities in all stages of
the project. A cross-section of the Wood
County Senior Citizens Advisory
Committee formed a subcommittee
which drew up the original plans that
architects Munger, Munger and
Associates of Toledo are following.

Sadowski
honored

Dennis J. Sadowski, former
managing editor of the News, has
been awarded the 1978 national
Mark of Excellence for newspaper
spot news coverage. The award
recognizes outstanding journalistic
work by college students and is
sponsored by The Society of
Professional Journalists, Sigma
Deltas Chi, (SPJSDX).
Sadowski won the award for his
coverage of a to nado which touched
down in Fremont in summer, 1977.
He was an intern at the Tiffin
Advertiser-Tribune at the time.
Sadowski is employed at the
Norwalk bureau of The Lorain
Journal.

Dr. Erwin Sturzl

Newsphoraby Bill Gilmore

national columnist

whatever it is, it is going around Washington
WASHINGTON-Because
medical
costs are rising so fast, more and more
people are diagnosing their own
illnesses or, worse still, those of their
friends. The government would do well
to make a study of how these nonprofessional diagnoses are affecting the
nation's health picture.
The other day I had a cold. It was Just
like the ones you see on television. I was
sneezing, coughing and looking
mournfully at my wife. I called my
secretary at the office and said I
wouldn't be in because I felt lousy.
"You must have one of those 'eighthour things' that's going all around
town," she said. "You'll feel perfectly
well tomorrow."

EIGHT HOURS seemed to be a
reasonable time to have a cold, and I
was looking forward to staying in bed,
particularly since the Yankees and Red
Sox were playing a crucial game to get
in the American League playoffs.
My sister called, and I told her I had
one of those "eight-hour things that's

been going all around."
"Are you sure it's only an 'eight-hour
thing'?" she asked. "It could be the '24hour bug.' Harold had it last week. Do
you have any fever?"
"AUttle-maybelOO."
"That's the '24-hour bug' for sure.
Drink lots of fluids and take aspirin,
and you'll be able to shake it off."
I really hadn't counted on staying in
bed for 24 hours, but it's stupid to fight a
bug.
MY OTHER sister called up 10
minutes later. "Edith says you've got a
'24-hour bug.'"
"I don't know If it's a bug or just a
cold."
"Is your nose red from blowing it? "

"Yah, sure it is. Why do you ask?"
"Then you don't have a '24-hour bug.'
You have a '48-hour virus.'"
"My secretary said all I had was an
'eight-hour thing.' How come you
moved It up to 48 hours? "
"The 'eight-hour thing' is entirely
different You feel funny but your nose
doesn't get red when you blow it. The
'24-hour bug' has all the symptoms of
the 'eight-hour one,' except that you
cough a lot. The '48-hour virus' makes
you sneeze, cough and perspire while
you're sleeping. You have to stay in bed
for two days."
"LOOK," my sister said. "If you
don't want medical advice, don't ask
me."
I think I might have been aU right

opinion

east europe does contribute

Some students fall to realize that the municipal laws of Bowling Green
also apply to University students. Bike riders Ignore signs that are posted
and laws forbidding bike riding In certain areas. This problem, aside
from the threat of bike theft, is one of the biggest concerns the Safety and
Security force faces, according to Bill Bess, director of campus safety.
More consideration for safety of the students, by the students, could be
the solution. All bike riders have to do Is follow the signs that are posted
on campus prohibiting riding bikes through walkways. This would
remove the need for strict enforcement, such as the possibility of putting
curbs at the walkway entrances to force riders to walk their bikes.
The News believes that these rules should be strictly adhered to. It
may take several citations before the campus wakes up to the problem,
but this would be better by far than to have someone seriously hurt.

Governor James A. Rhodes has
proclaimed the week of October 9-15,
1978, as East European Heritage Week
in Ohio. The week intends to honor the
immigrants and their descendants
from Eastern Europe who now comprise approximately 20 percent of the
population of Ohio. The Proclamation
recognizes the invaluable contribution
of these people to the social, cultural,
and economic development of the state,
and makes an appeal to preserve the
rich cultural ethnic heritage of these
descendants.
For many Americans the East
European heritage consists of spicy
foods, fancy peasant costumes, mellow
tunes, and impetuous dances. Certainly, these are pretty things, worthy
additions to the multi-colored
American culture. The East European

Letters
bad taste
Being an avid & devoted fan of both
"The National Lampoon" & "Saturday
Night Live," I couldn't stop myself
from reading "Animal House' Belushi
in free-for-all" (Oct. 6), without
resorting to self inflicted violence, of
course. After a few lines my eye was
suddenly caught by the accompanying
photo. Although it captures the true
spirit of the great perversion and
crudeness of the film I couldn't help but
wonder what some people would think
of at least 17 people giving the
photographer "the finger" in an oficial
school paper.
I've heard of the First Amendment
and I know you can do it and it would be
great- if only students read the paper
but since other people also read it, I
would tend to assume that such Journalism would give people a negative
impression of BGSU.
This can
probably be shown to be an invalid
claim as I haven't conducted surveys of
public reaction or whether nonperverted people even noticed the
picture.
My being only a second quarter
Freshman probably doesn't lend any
credibility to my claim either since a lot

of you are probably saying it's no big
deal, etc. Since I've yet to become self
sufficient I still have to show respe-t to
some people, namely my parents, and I
can't help but wonder whether the
Bursar would ever receive my fees due
for Winter Quarter if they were regular
readers of the BG News.
Although this is highly improbable,
as this paper isn't readily available in
St. Louis, I can't really imagine very
many of the loyal alumni loving or
supporting what would appear to be a
decrease in standards at their alma
mater, either.
Kathleen Henehan
401 Treadway Hall

Jewish services
to be held here

The News welcomes reader
response to editorial comment as well
as opinions on topics of student interest, in the form of letters to the
editor and guest columns.
All correspondence should bel
typewritten and triple-spaced. Only
those letters and columns signed and
listing the author's address and phone
number for verification will be accepted.
Letters to the editor may not exceed!
300 words (30 typed lines). Columns
are not to be more than 60 typed lines.
The News reserves the right tol
reject letters or portions of letters that
are deemed in bad taste or malicious.
Correspondence may be sent to:
Editorial Editor, The BG News, 106|
tJUniversitv Hall.

concerning High Holiday services for
Jewish students. Although we were not
able to organize services here on
campus, we have made a special effort
to ferry students to services at
synagogues in Toledo. A member of our
group call Fact line over two weeks ago
and clearly informed them that
students having questions concerning
Jewish activities should call either
Allison Small at 2-1108 or myself at 22940. The Jewish Students Group invites
all interested students to attend its
weekly Shabbat service on Friday
evenings at 6:30 p.m. in Prout Chapel.
I share Ms. Damrauer's concern over
the lack of services here on campus and
would welcome input from students and
factulty interested in planning campus
High Holiday services for next year.
With regard to absence from class
during religious holidays, I would hope
that no faculty member would punish a
student for exercising his or her
religious freedom.

As Faculty Advisor to the BG Jewish
Students Group, I read the letter written
by Normie Damrauer in your October David Welnberg
5th issue with great interest I was
Department of History
disturbed to learn that Fact Line was
unable to provide her with information

The 3*0 Re ws
Page?,

let's hear
from you

(c) 1978, Los Angeles Tunes Syndicate

guest column

riders has been the subject for concern by
It seems that these bike riders are ignoring
of riders and pedestrians. It probably will
students are aware of the problem.

pic deemed

WORD
TRAVELS
fast
In
Washington, and Elfin of Newsweek
was terse and to the point "Healy tells
me you have an incurable form of
pneumonia."
"Either that," I said, "or an 'eighthour thing' or a '24-hour bug' or a '48hour virus' or a two-week bout with the
flu or a simple cold. I'm waiting on
another opinion right now."
"From whom?"
"My druggist. He says there's a lot of
it going around."
"What's going around?"
"You name it, and he says he's never
seen so much of it going around."

'judgment is founded on truth...'

bike rider must
follow set rules
The rudness of some bike
Campus Safety and Security.
rules set down for the safety
take a serious accident before

except that my secretary told Healy I
was home with the flu.
He called, of course. "I feel for you,"
he said. "You won't be able to shake it
for two weeks. If it were a winter cold
I'd say you'd be better in five, maybe
six days. But you have an October cold.
It's almost impossible to get rid of. You
near my voice? It's been like this since
August"
"But suppose my cold goes away in 24
hours?"
"That's when It can become the most
dangerous. You think it's gone away
and then a week later you wake up and
it's back with a vengeance. I'd rather
have a two-week bout with a chest cold
than a '24-hour bug' which sneaks up on
you like a thief in the night"
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By
Lajos Vincze
heritage, however, is much more than
folklore. More significant are features
of this heritage that govern the mentality and attitude of people concerning
important aspects of life.
ALL THESE values are deeply rooted
in the turbulent and often tragic history
of the area. It is true that Eastern
Europe did not contribute to the
European civilization in the same
measure as some of the more fortunate
western countries. But it is true also
that the scientific and artistic marvels
of Europe could not have come into
existence if East European nations had
not defended the West for many centuries against formidable invaders, like
the Mongols and the Turks, alien to the
European culture. The cost the East
European countries had to pay was
complete ruin, sacrifice of many lives,
dispersal of population, often centuries
long servitude, and constant war which
exhausted them physically and
spiritually. Maybe an example will
illustrate the magnitude of the damage.
In the Middle Ages, the population of
Hungary equalled that of France and
England. Today, because of historical
calamities, Hungary has only the tenth
of the population of these countries.
In the meantime, Eastern Europe did

not receive gratitude, let alone help,
from their western brother. On the
contrary, they tried to encroach upon
the freedom of East European people
even before the danger from the east
came to an end (seethe long struggle of
Hungary, Bohemia, and Poland against
the Austrian and Prussian domination).
In our era, it seems that the history
repeats itself. During the last war, East
European nations were caught between
two frightful war-machines. Again the
end result was the loss of independence
to a power which abridges human
rights and political and religious
freedoms.
Under these historical conditions
freedom was in constant danger and the
fight for it never ceased; nobody
defended the people and they could
survive only using their own resources
and sagacity; hard work was in great
demand to satisfy the appetite of the
conquerors and to replace damages
caused by war. It is not surprising,
therefore, that a tradition of love of
freedom, self-reliance, and hard work
has developed. This tradition has been
handed down through generations in
the old countries and through the
numerous immigrants has contribued
to the building and progress of our
nation.
CONTRIBUTION OF the East
European immigrants and their
descendants to the growth of our
country is by no means insignificant.
First of all, we have to pay tribute to
those anonymous workers who flocked
by thousand Into the West Virginia Coal
mines, the Ohio and Pennsylvania steel

mills, and into the factories of Buffalo,
Cleveland, Toledo, Detroit and other
industrial centers. Contributions to the
sciences, arts, and sports would fill
many pages. To Illustrate, I mention
only a few well known persons of
Hungarian origin, but I should point out
that other East European nations have
made comparable contribution to the
American life. Thus, scientists
Theordor Karman, Leo Szilard,
Edmund Teller, and three Nobel Prize
winners Albert Szentgyorgyi, George
Bekessy, and Eugen Wigner are among
the most prominent figures of the
American sciences. Other Hungarians,
Adolf Cukor, William Fox, Joseph
Pasternak, Michael and Tony Curtis,
Vilma Banky, Bela Lugosi, Szoke
Szakall, Peter Lore, Ilona Massey,
Ernie Kovacs, gave their talent to the
American movie. Composers Sigmung
Romberg, Bela Bartok, Ernest
Dohnanyi, and directors Antal Dorati,
Eugen Ormandy, George Szell, Fritz
Reiner, and George Solti are familiar to
every music lover. Of course, the
names of Joe Medvick, Julius Boros,
George Halas, Joe Namath, Larry
Csonka, and Pete Gogolak are well
known by millions of sports fans.
We can only congratulate governor
Rhodes for his gesture to commemorate the constructive role of East
European immigrants which so far has
been largely unheralded and
unrecognized.
Lajos Vincze is an Associate
Professor of Anthropology and
Sociology.
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media meet
Placement Schedule Business,
Conference examines relationships

SIGN UPON WEDNESDAY
OCTOBER 11, AND THURSDAY, OCTOBER 12, \97»
FOR
THE
SCHEDULES
LISTED BELOW) Signup for
"on school
schedules
(Business, Government,
Agencies
and
graduate
schools) will be held on
Wednesdays at 7:30 a.m. inthe
FORUM of the Student Ser
vices Building. School sign up
will be held on Thursday from
6:00-7:00 p.m. in the FORUM
of the Student Services
Building. A DATA SHEET
MUST BE TURNED IN AT
THE TIME OF SIGN-UP. IN
ADDITION STUDENTS MUST
TURN
IN
TWO
DATA
SHEETS IOR RESUMES) TO
ESTABLISH ACREDENTIAL
FILE OR THEY WILL NOT
BE
ALLOWED
TO
IN
TERVIEW.

SPECIAL NOTICE: Requests
•for some type of standardization in resumes and
data sheets have prompted the
University Placement Ser
vices to require candidates
signing up for interviews to
complete and present at the
time of
the sign-up a
"STANDARD" DATA SHEET
for each organization with
which he-she wishes to interview.
Monday, Oct. 13
BUSINESS
General Tire & Rubber Co.,
Akron,
OH Citizenship
required. Will interview for the
following degrees: Chemistry,
Accounting,
Ind.
Management, Physics, and
MBA. Dec. grads. only. Bach,
and Masters level.
Info. Graphic, Inc., Cleveland,
OH- Mgmt. Rep.: Mktg.. and
Bus. preferred maiors. 3.0
accum. Bach, level. Dec.
March, and June grads.
Ohio
Citizen's
Trust
Co..Toledo,
OH Mgmt.
Trainee: Finance. Econ., or
other Bus. maiors. Bach, level.
Systems analyst; programmers: Masters for Systems.
and Bach, for Programming.
Dec., Mar., June grads.
SCHOOL
Minster Local Schools. Minster,
OH ind
Arts:
Dec.
grads. Thurs. night second
floor lounge student services
building 6:00.
Tuesday, Oct. 24
BUSINESS
Carnation Co., Farmington,
Ml -Territory
Rep.:
(Sales
Rep.) Mktg., Bus. maiors., in
Consumer Sales. All grads.
Bach, level.
John Hancock Life Ins..
Toledo,
OH Citizenship

XL

required.
Insurance Rep.:
Bus. Ad.. Finance , Ins.,
Acctg.. English. All grads.
Bach, and Masters level.
J.C. PenneyBlrmingham, Ml-Management Trainee: Bus.,
Mktg., Mgmt., Fash. Mer. All
grads, B and M
Moore Bus. Forms, Sylvanla,
OH-Dist. Sales Rep.: Any
degree. All grads. Mor B.
Quality Farm and Fleet, N.
Musklngum.
Ml Retail
Mgmt.: Trainee: Bus. major
or any other major with strong
interest. Dec.. Mar., or June
grads. Bach or Mas level.
J.M. Smucker, Orrvllle. OH
Staff Acountant: 3.0 aver. In
Acctg., 2.» overall. Acctg.
majors, with Bach or Mas.
Dec gradsonly
Westinghouse Electric Corp..
Pittsburgh,
PA-Cltlzenship
required. Financial Mgmt.
Trainee: Accounting maiors.
Bach, level. Dec. and March
grads.
Wlckes Lumber Dlv. ofWickes
Corp., Saglnaw, Ml Mgmt
Trainee: Retail. Bus. maiors.
Bach, level. Dec. grads.
Armour Dial.
Farmington,
Ml- Citizenship
required.
Sales Rep. Food: Dec. grads
only. Sales-Management, and
Mktg M B level.
Wednesday, Oct. 25
BUSINESS
Central Mutual Insurance Co..
Van Wert. OH Citizenship
required. Adm. Trainee: Gen.
Bus..
Econ.,
Insurance
degrees. Bach, level. Dec.
March and June grads.
Clncom Systems, Inc.. Cincinnati, OH Application
Programmer:
Dec. grads.
Comp. Scl. degree. B-M level.
Software Programmer: Comp.
Sci.,B-M level. Dec. Grads
only.
Coopers
&
Lybrand,
Cleveland.
OH Staff
Accountant: Acctg. major. BMall grads.
Institute
of
Paralegal
Training, Philadelphia, PALawyer's asst. Grad. Training
Program: all liberal arts
maiors with GPA of B or better
B M level. All Grads.
Procter & Gamble Co., Cincinnati.
OH-Sales
Management: any major with
an Interest
in Career
Sales Mgmt Bach, level Dec.
Mar.. June grad.
Thursday. Oct. 26
BUSINESS
Arthur Andersen & Co..
Cleveland.
OH-Citizenship
required.
Accounting
&
Auditing,
Taxes:
Acctg.
degree. June and Aug. B-M

level.
Detroit Bank & Trust, Detroit,
Ml Adm. Training Program:
Bus. Econ. Dec. Mar. grads.

"lock

Restaurant

x

i

%.

WEDNESDAY EVE. 5.30-OOM

TTTTT

—buckwhoot or buttermilk—

J

choic* of ham, bacon or

-rrj

\

sausage S coffee.

'2.75

T™ 412 E. Wo««

Friday, Oct. 27
BUSINESS
Carlisle Allen, Ashtabula. OH
Merch. Trainee: Any maior
interested, but Bus. majors
preferred. Bach, level. All
grads.
Central Intelligence Agency.
Washington, DC-Citizenship
required.
Computer
Programmer: Comp. Scl., BM level. June and Aug. grads
Economic Researcher: Econ.
Masters level. June, and Aug.
grads.
Photographic Inter
prefer: Ecology, Geography.
B M June and Aug. grads.
Gold
Circle
Stores, Wor '
thington,
OH-Programmer
Trainee:
Bus. maior and
Comp. Scl. Dec. grads. B-M
Goodyear Aerospace Corp.,
Akron,
OH Citizenship
required. Entry Level Mgmt.
Training Program: BS in Gen.
Bus., and Prod. Mgmt. Dec.
grads.
Go Wireline Services, Fort
Worth,
TX Citizenship
required. Field Engineer
Trainee: BS any. Physics, and
Geology major. Dec. Mar.
grads. B level.
Grimes Div. Midland Ross
Urbana, OH-Physics: Bach,
level. June Aug. grads.
Preis Stores, inc.. Norwalk.
OH Store Mgmt. and Msng.
Trainees: Lib. Arts, Bus.
maiors. Dec. and March
grads. B level.
Seldman & Seidman, Troy,MlCitizenship required. Staff
Accountant: B-M Dec, Mar..
June grads.
union
Commerce
Bank.
Cleveland, OH Will Interview
the
Following
Degrees:
Acctg.. Finance, and Econ. BM level, Dec, Mar., and June
grads.

Several hundred students
and about 60 professionals
gathered In the Grand
Ballroom, Union to discuss
the relationship between free
enterprise and free press.
In the keynote address,
Herbert
E.
Mackley,
president of Timken Company and chairman-elect of
the National Association of
Manufacturers, said the
purpose of the meeting was

to help the leaders of today
and tomorrow deal with the
relationship between
business and media.
IN A PANEL session,
representatives
of
newspapers responded to
charges that the press only
prints bad business news.
Alex Machaskee, assistant to
the publisher of the
Cleveland Plain Dealer,
said,
"The
mayor
(Kucinich) has been able to
make political hay with his

anti-business campaign
because
the
business
community
has
not
presented their side to the
city." He noted that
Cleveland businesses contribute about 71 percent of
the
property
taxes.
However, reporters had to
dig for this information
because the business side did
not try to publicize it, he
added.
A representative of Crown
Tire Co., Fremont, charged
that editorial cartoons are

University ethnic studies
receives *37,000 grant
ByKrlstlKehres
SUM Reporter
The
ethnic
studies
program has received a
federal grant for $37,000
from the ethnic heritage
division of the U.S. Health,
Education and Welfare
(HEW) Department, according to Dr. Ernest A.
Champion, assistant director
of the program.
A proposal titled "The
Multi-Ethnic Cluster for
Northwest Ohio" was submitted to HEW by Champion
and Dr. Robert L. Perry,
director of the ethnic studies
program. R was one of 40
proposals to be funded,
Champion said.
Perry said the proposal
was rated as one of the top 10
submitted and no other
university in northwest Ohio
has received the grant.
"THIS FUNDING gives
the University a measure of
national recognition for work
done in ethnic studies,"

Champion said.

The money will be used to
conduct two workshops,
including
lectures,
seminars, audio visuals,
field trips and guest
speakers, he said.
The first workshop is
designed for students and
persons in social work and
community services,
Champion said.
"THIS IS THE first of this
kind of workshop," Perry
added. "It's very important
that we get the community
people involved."
The
workshop
will
examine the contributions of
Afro-Americans,
Polish
Americans and Mexican
Americans, he said
"The focus will be to encourage participants to cross
lines and not only study
about themselves, but other
minority groups," Champion
said.
The summer workshop
will focus on a multi-ethnic

curriculum which teachers
can use in their schools.
THE GRANT also allows
for 20 participants of either
workshop, selected by an
advisory council on the
recommendations of Perry
and Champion, to -receive
tuition and books for the
class, Champion said.
He said that money will be
set aside to evaluate the
workshops.

WEN!

VOMK.V

JOBS ON SHIPS American
Foreign
No
experience
required.
Excellent
pay
Worldwide travel Summer tob
or career Send S3 00 tor m
formation SEAFAX Dept K 1
Box 20*9, Port Angeles.
Washington 9B362

ABORTION
TOLL FREE
9 a.m.-10 p.m.

are being trained in these
areas.
HEMTNGER ALSO said
that education about the
American capitalistic
system should reach out not
only to the media, but to
churches, schools and
universities.
"If a newspaper yields to
an advertiser, it will lose
integrity and respect. If I
did, I could not look at
myself in the eye," he said.

ruining the reputations of
local utility company
managers by portraying
them as "Mr. Cloak and Mr.
Dagger ready to rip off the
consumer."
In an afternoon address,
Findlay Courier publisher
Edwin L. Herriinger attributed part of the inept
business converage to a lack
of reporters with experience
and expertise in economics.
He added that reporters now

Loral briefs
Exit interviews
Students with National Defense Direct Loans, Nursing
Student Ixians or Student Develpment Guarantee Loans
who are graduating or leaving the University after fall
quarter should contact the Student Loan Collection Office
at 372-0112 to make an appointment for an exit interview.

Kurfess to speak
Ohio House Minority Leader Charles F. Kurfess (RPerrysburg) will be the main speaker at an organizational
meeting of the University Republican Club at 7 p.m.
Thursday in the Taft Room, Union. The meeting is open to
students.
____

DO YOU CARE
ABOUT PEOPLE?
Become a Link volunteer

CALL 352-1545
Training begins Oct. 17
Application Deadline OCT.13

THE LINK CARES

1 -800-438-8039

SayY.E.S.
Youth for Easter Seals
come to our information meeting

^ All-you-can-eat Pancak* Supper
^^

By Tom Smith
Staff Reporter

HELP THE HANDICAPPED
JOIN

tAnd Pancake House 1
^A

Bach, level.
Miami University. Oxford,
OH Grad Program.
Owens Corning
Fiberglass
Corp., Toledo, OH-Cltizenship
required. Sales Rep.: Dec.
grads. MBA In Bus.. Mktg..
Retailing and Mgmt. Bach. In
Mktg.. Retailing, and Mgmt.
Republic
Steel
Corp..
Cleveland.
OH-Citizenship
required. Accountant: Acctg.
3.0 plus. Bach, level. Dec,
Mar. June grads.
Arthur Andersen, Cleveland,
OH Citizenship
required.
Management Consultants:
Mgmt Science. Compl. Scl. BM level. June and Aug. grads.

Wednesday night, October 11th
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DISTRIBUTOR CLOSE OUT!
SHARP COLOR &
B/W TELEVISIONS
• STUDENT SPECIAL!
WED. AND THUR. ONLY!
Your choice of any of:
—six 19" B / W TV's for $138.88 each
—two 19" Color TV's for $348.88
each
—one 9" Color TV for $240.00
Also 10% off all modular stereo
products
We also offer a good selection
of used colored portables
starting at $75.00
PHILLIP'S TELEVISION
1026 N. Main St.
352-0176
Serving the Bowling Green and Wood
County TV Viewing Needs for 23 years.
Hours: Wednesday & Thursday 9-9

at 8:00 in the
Taft Room of the Union

With Pagliai East's Daytime
Delivery, You Can Now Order

Tickets go on sale at 10 A.M., October 9 at the following outlets:
Boogie Records, The Other Boogie Records, Finders Records (Bowling
Green and Findlay), Central Travel & Ticket, LaSalle's Downtown and
Woodville Mall, Peaches Records, The Head Shed, The Depot (Westgate).
and the Centennial Hall Ticket Office.

a
cheeseburger
to,
Wednesday Special
All this only
$129

,

PIZZA
FOR
BREAKFAST
Pagliai's East delivers before4 p.m., too! So
enjoy a late breakfpst, or early lunch!
(Daytime d«liv«ry starts at II o.m. Min. order $5.)

PoglioTs
SOUTH
945 S. Main
352-7571

EAST
440 E. Court
352-1596

HOURS: Mon.-Sot. 11 a.m.-2 o.m.; Sunday 4 p.m Midnight

•Wi

*fteg>*1.59

Roy Rogers
DRIVE THRU

E.WOOSTER & SUMMIT, BG

PiKe 4 The BG New« Wednesday, October 11,1971
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From Associated Press w/resfor/es

Senate pushing toward $30 billion tax slice
The Senate
«te pushed toward final
action yesterday
rrday on a tax cut bill that
includes reductions
ducUcns for virtually all
individuals, with most benefits tilted
toward those
incomes under
se with Incomes
$50,000 a year.
At $30 billion, the bill was bloated far
above the levels recommended by the
House and the Carter administration.
In addition to the reduction for individuals, the measure contains major
tax cuts for investors and businesses.
By a 73-18 vote the Senate added to
the bill an explanded tax break for
dialled persons and those 55 and older
who sell their principal home and don't
buy a new one costing at least as much.
Once in a lifetime they could keep tax-

=
.
11911011
=s=^^
free a profit of up to $100,000 on such a
sale.
That amendment would eliminate the
relief voted by the Finance Committee
for all persons who sell their homes.
The committee plan would have
exempted from taxed the profit from
the first $50,000 of selling price regardless of the age of the seller - and
a proportionate amount on more expensive homes.
AS SENATORS headed into the final

hours of debate on the tax bill, almost
no room was left In the budget for additonal tax cuts in 1979. But there was
no bar to amendments that would take
effect in
In later years.
The House passed a $16.3 billion tax
cut in August. The Carter administration trimmed its original $25
billion recommentdation and proposed
that the Finance Committee hold the
the 1979 cut to about $20 billion.
The Finance Committee voted In
favor of a $22.9 billion cut The figure
was increased to $30 billion by virtue of
Senate floor action.
the Finance Committee bill would
result in revenue losses of $65.9 billion
jn the 1983 budget year. But Senate

Twinsburg school workers on the job;
Cleveland strikers look for state help
Non-teaching employees in the
Twinsburg school district were back on
the job yesterday after ratifying a
contract that ended a week-old strike.
But strikes continued in four other
Ohio school districts.
The Twinsburg contract, approved by
a 36-19 vote Monday, is retroactive to
Aug. 1 and includes a 20-cent hourly
raise and increases of another 20 cents
an hour in January and an additional 33
cents on Jan 1, 1980, said school
Superintendent William Hanning.
The final raise depends on passage
next month of a 4.5-mill school levy.

board will be available before the
package is resubmitted to 10,000
teachers and non-academic employees.

state
employees met with state Senate
Majority Leader Oliver Ocasek(DAkron) and State Superintendent of
Public Instruction Franklin B. Walter
yesterday to urge their influence in
lifting restrictions on a state loan. The
state Controlling Board approved a
$20.7 million loan to the system but
restricted its use.
Classes in the 100,000-pupil system
remained canceled yesterday and
Cleveland Superintendent Peter Carlin
said he doubted students would be able
to return to class this week.
He said because of the development
in Columbus the earliest a contract
could be ratified would be tomorrow
"and I don't see how we could open
Friday."
Union leaders seek a guarantee that
an 8 percent raise offered by the school

STRIKERS INCLUDED bus drivers,
cafeteria workers, library and
playground aides and secretaries.
Classes for the district's 2,500 pupils
were held Monday as teachers, who had
been honoring picket lines, returned to
work.
IN OTHER DISTRICTS:
Cleveland - Representatives of
striking teaching and nonteaching

The strike began Sept. 7. The unions
have sought a negotiated pay boost
since November 1976. Teachers'
average pay is $14,873 a year.

Rhodesia's interim government
struck down its segregation laws
yesterday, clearing the way for blacks
to live in white neighborhoods, attend
white schools and use white hospitals The changes were lauded by the
biracial government as a significant
breakthrough despite the fact that only
the wealthiest of the nation's 6.7 million
blacks will be able to afford the Integration. The average earnings of

This week's Special
6 PACK PEPSI
(in Cans)

FOR $1.39
425 E. Wooster
HOURS: SUN-WED til 11 P.M.
THUR-SAT til 1 P.M.

Taco Pizza. The newest
taste sensation now
at Pizza Inn.
Looks like.'

President Carter said yesterday he
won't hesitate to veto a $30 buTion tax
cut bill being considered by the Senate,
but could accept a compromise that
comes closer to the $16.3 billion House
version.
Carter told a nationally broadcast
news conference he will meet today at
the White House with Sen. Russell Long
(D-La) and Rep. Al UUman (r>Cre.)
the heads of the tax-writing committees, to try to work out a compromise he can sign.
"Hopefully, the three of us can agree
on an acceptable package," the
president said.

Carter said he would accept a bill that
is fair and progressive, and combines
"the best elements" of the Senate and
House measures.
ON OTHER MATTERS, the
president conceded it is now "unlikely"
that Congress will approve his proposal
to create a new federal Department of
Education before it adjourns this
weekend.
And he hinted that conclusion of an
Egyptian-Israeli peace treaty could
depend to some extent on the speed with
which the Israelis move to end their
military government in the occupied

Try one today.

\I/OTf lCI
vv

blacks is about $830 a year compared to
$9,240 for Rhodesia's 260,000 whites.
The changes were announced as
white Prime Minister Ian Smith and
black leader the Rev. Ndabaningi
Sithole were in the United States
seeking backing for their internal
government, set up to pave the way to
black majority rule with elections.

Smith reported no headway in the
quest.
White Health and Education Minister
Rowan Cronje said schools would
remain free on black reservations,
while the $72 annual cost of white state
schoo|s will probably be hiked. But it
was likely integration of white schools
would be slowed not just by lack of
money, but also because black children
seeking to enroll would have to live in
the school area, must speak English,
the minority language, and be in the
proper age group.

B.G.S.U. MARKETING CLUB

We've pa* a Mine
you're aMitta like IM.

Announces A Career Seminar With
PROCTER & GAMBLE

Open To The Public - No Charge

Open Monday through Thursday 11:00 a.m. to Midnight
Friday and Saturday 11:00 a.m. to 1:30 a.m., and Sunday 12:00 p.m. to Midnight
Coc»<«» and Co*, jf njmiiwjummanawrid, amMytr

«p.oOuc(o*f Cof<^—Cq«"PJfY

"OUR CONCLUSIONS will satisfy
the ultra-liberals nor will the extreme
right like them," said Cronje. "Blacks
did not get it all their own way. We did
not get it all our own way. But the
solutions show our willingness to work
together...they're
based
on
pragmatism and reality."

Cronje would not estimate when the
new laws will be passed, but agree it
could take until December or January.

Live Music by Ron Conner
Wednesday & Thursday
Night

8-12:30 8:30-1:30

For Students Interested In
Careers In Sales Management
And Administrative Management

Monty's Beauty Salon
•—

Wednesday, October, 11 6 P.M.
The Amani Room

131 W. WOOSTER
352-2611
—Men's and Women's Hairstyling
—RedKen products available

• SPECIAL •
HAIR CUT & BLOW DRY
FOR $7.50

Bowling Green
Gay Union
TONIGHT
7:30 P.M.
Third Floor, Union

MON. - THUR. ONLY,
DURING OCTOBER

Acareerinlaw
without law school
Alter just three months of study at The
i\ Institute for Paralegal Training in
Philadelphia, you can have an exciting and rewarding
career in law or business—without law school.
A I a lawyer's assistant you will be performing
i many of the duties traditionally handled
only by attorneys. And at The Institute for Paralegal
Training, you can pick one of seven different areas of
law to study Upon completion of your training. The
Institute's unique Placement Service will find you a
responsible and challenging job in a law firm, bank or
corporation in the city of your choice
"he Institute for Paralegal Training is the
Tnl
I nation's first and most respected school for

riralegal training. Since 1970. weve placed over
500 graduates in over 85 cities nationwide.

If you're a senior of high academic standing
and looking for an above average career,
contact your placement office for an interview with
our representative.
We will visit your campus on:
Wadntsday. Octotxr 25

OPEN TO ALL
^>

West Bank, and to replace it with a
proposed self-governing authority.
Carter said the Egyptian-Israeli
treaty talks which open in Washington
tomorrow "are not legally interconnected" with the West Bank
issue.
"But I think throughout the Camp
David talks and in the minds of myself,
Prime Minister Menachem Begin, and
President Anwar Sadat, they are interrelated," he said.
CARTER SAID there is "No doubt in
my mind" that both issues will be
discussed during the Egyptian-Israeli
treaty talks.

Myles Pizza Pub

TACO PIZZA

Pizza inn

Both the House and the Finance
Committee proposed to eliminate the
deduction, which benefits most of the
estimated 30 percent of taxpayers who
itemize their returns.

=

Perry & Croghan Rooms
a pizza, tastes like a tar.o.

ONE SUCH proposed
propose revenue loss
with wide appeal was an
i effort by Sen.
Jess* Helms (R-N.C.) to retain the
Jes*
allowed for state and
present deduction allow
local gasoline taxes.

Carter vows to veto Senate tax bill;
may accept compromise of Congress

if they can afford it.

Large selection of
imported beers and wines

THE TOWN

THE SENATE also voted 82-10 against
an attempt by Sen. Edward M. Kennedy (D-Mass.) to scale
back the
committee's proposed cut in capital
gains taxes to about the level approved
by the House.
Kennedy said the committee's

provision amounted to a windfall for a
handful of high-income investors.
"These beneficiaries are dear old
people who sell their farm and get a one
time gain of $200,000," said Sen. Russell
M. Long, the committee's chairman.
"They're not all millionaires."
Kennedy hoped to cut back the
capital gains reduction to help pay for
other proposals that would result in lost
revenues.

Rhodes.an segregation struck down

THE WOOSTER
WINESHOP

IT'S THE

amendments would push the cost to
$144 billion.
billion, Sen. Edmund S. Muskie
Muskier(DDMaine) said.

Th«
Institute

for

B.G.G.U....celebrating human diversity

Paralegal
Training*

235 South 17th Street
Philadelphia. PA 19103
(215)732 6600

«=s^j_«i">. 73-10-0422B
Approved by the American Bar Association.
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Campus calendar
WEDNESDAY
Meeting*
Interview Sign Up, 7:308:30 a.m.. Forum, Students Services.
BGSU Ski Club, 7:30 p.m., US Education.
Criminal Justice Organization, 7:30 p.m.. Pink Dogwood
Suite. Union.
Bowling Green Gay Union, 7:30 p m.. Perry Croghan Rooms,
Union.
SGA Meeting, 8 p.m., Assembly Room, McFall Center.

— READ THE NEWS—

DOONESBURY

OF NWJUBKJTY. BE1 fi*S //V77**vS«6At£
HIH6S OVERT* CAW.

In Dairy Oueen Building

Entertainment
Faculty Swim, 11:30 a.m. 12:30 p.m., Natatorium. Admission
35 cents. Suit rental 10 cents.
Week to Week Video News magazine, 7:30p.m.onBGTV57.
Recital, 8 p.m.. Recital Hall, Music Building. John and Judith
Bentley will perform.
Public Skating, B 10 p.m., Ice Arena. Admission $1.25 with
BGSU ID Skate renal 50 cents.

Lectures and Classes
CCDC Program. 3:30-5 p.m., 370 Student Services. "Successful Test Taking." Pre-reglstration requested. Sponsored

our five, me ISKAUIS
aimvneuHEi6nrs

RACKETEERS

by Counseling and Career Development.
KoSuteml Karate Class, i: 308:30 p.m.. 201 Hayes.
UAO Bridge Mini-Course. 7:30-9:30 p.m., Ohio Suite, Union.
UAO Backpacking Seminar, 9 p.m., Tatt Room, Union.

This Week's Special
6 pack 12 oz. cans of

Faygo 99*
Dannon Yogurt 37*

by Garry Trudeau

5

iam \
CWSmSOJCHTHE6UXM:
oufm/meAi>iimiN- ■
iNosmou.Be&NiiE- I
STIL, OCCASIONAL

HAAKS TO CAOEK.-JMS
PLAC£& UKEHEAVEN
CNEAIOH'

THE PRES/DCNT, SSNS1N6
ANOP0UN6.OFf0SHm

8

ABORTIONS

CAMP aavip asv/v,
SENSING A feme -

Starting Rate
S125
1-24 week pregnancy
terminated by
Licensed Gynecologist

MENT HOME. ACCEP7S ,

/

All Applications for
Homecoming
Representatives,

CLOSETOOUR AREA
FINEST FACILITIES AND
MODERN TFCHNIOUES

CALL TOLL FREE
800-3621205
ACROSS
1 Cul
6 Cold dish
11 Buddy
14 Arizona city
15 Figure of
speech
16 Beverage
17 Troublesome
19 Mauna —
20 Woody fiber
21 Erelong
22 Schemes
24 Sour
26 The "boob
tube"
27 Layer
30 Pure
32 Sarcasm
33 Kindof berry
34 Nonsense
37 Pollution
38 Poet
Thomas —
39 Variable slar
40 Author —
Rand
41 City in Illinois
42 Of musical
quality
43 Tarry
45 Lacerate
46 Animal
groups
48 Chinese dynasty
49 German
weapon
50 Revolve

LOST* FOUND
Lost blk. & wht. cat with wht.
flea collar. Lost at 614 E.
Wooster. Please contact JeH
Durachta al 352 2388.
Lost keys on "Julie" key
chain. 352 4856
'
Found IB carat ring. In front of
Ad. Bldg. See Bernlce, College
ot Arts8.Sc!.
SERVICESOFFERED
Will babysit In my home.
Excell. Preferences. Ph. 3520560.
Plsanello's has pizza party
discounts. Call 3525166 for
details.
Pregnancy Aid a. Understanding. EMPA. 2874679 &
352 1488.
Get your skis ready for winter
now. Tune-ups, hotwax, binding adlustments. Call Jack,
352 3113.
House I Fall Cleaning by WE
FOUR HOUSEWIVES CLN.
SERV.
Today's
working
person does not want to work
all week A then another 44 hn.
doing household chores, that
person deserves to be tree on
weekends. For details: 1-2532411.
PERSONALS
All Campus Beer Blast. Frl.B
12
PM N.E.
Commons.
Sponsored by Alpha XI Delta «.
Phi Delta Theta. AM Proceeds
go to the Cancer Foundation.
Hey Runners! Fun Runs are
here! Every Sat., 10:00 a.m.
Start at s.S. Bldg. 5 courses. ISmiles. Timers available.
Alpha Sigs; Thanks to you &.
the Alpha Slgs from T.U. for a
great tea Friday night. We'll
all have to go together again
soon. TheD.Z.'s.
Congratulation Teke's on a
fantastic Fall Rush. F.F.
Big Bob. Happy Birthday. Get
ready to party Wednesday,
Thursday 8. the rest of the
year. Taco.
SIGMA CHI MUD TUG
TEAM Congratulations on
winning The Slg Ep Mud Tug.
An excellent way to start oft a
great year -Your Brothers.
Only 2 more days until the
most talked about party of
campusthe Sigma Chi Blind
Date Party! This Friday the
13th1l!
Congratulations
Franny &
Mark on your Alpha Delt-PIke
(T.U.) engagement. Best
wishes to both of you from the
sisters of Alpha Delta PI.

52 Musical
composition
56 Residue
57 N. Amer
bird: 2 words
60 Mesh
61 Heath genus
62 Ouestloner
63 Letter
64 Gluts
65 Coarse
grasses
DOWN
1 Dunlin
2 Golfer Tony
3
4
5
6
7
8

Elect, units
Noticing
Pronoun
Dwarf
Italian river
Temporary
funding
9 Likely
10 Most profound
11 Talking idly
12 Solitary
13 Rent
18 Ancient Irish
city
23 Allow
25 Some
26 Vetch
27 Mona —
28 Military lorce
29Hastwo|Obs
30 Singing
group
31 Cornucopia
33 Aroused

Delts a. Tekes: Hats off to ■>
rowdy teal You showed us that
the best house Is the "Animal
House." Thanks for a fun-filled
evening!
Love, the Alpha
Pelts.
Four more days until the Wood
Lane Road Rally. For more
information call 352-5115 8am-

4:30pm.
Watch for "Moonlight Mad
ness" October 26 29 com
pllments of the merchants of
Bowling Green. And have a
good time downtown!!
This year's Homecoming
theme Is "Spirits, Past &
Present." So be prepared to
have a fun tilled weekend from
Thurs. Oct. 26 Sat. Oct. 29.
Free premium gifts coming
soon to Kirk's Coin Laundry.
709 S. Main
Girls, interested in the Greek
System? Then come to Sigma
Nu Lll Sis Rush Weds. & Thurs.
Night.
T i. w Sound Co. will provide
professional sound system for
any size or type party. Call
now for fall dates. Scott 352
8320.
Eunle's Bar. Specials Thursday thru Saturday. 609 S.
Main.
ATTENTION GIRLS: Come to
PI Kappa Alpha LI'I Sis Rush
Wednesday Oct. 12 at 6:00.
New Frat Row. Become
Involved. Be a Pike LI'I Sis.
The All-Campus Toga Party Is
coming Oct. 19. TOGA, TOGA,
TOGA!!!
ZTA's-Thanks for a great
Pledge Tea. The PI Kapps.
Congratulations Mike A, Mary
on your Pi Kappa Phi-Alpha
Gamma Delta engagement.
The Brothers of Pi Kappa Phi.
Beverly 8. Greg Best Wishes
on your upcoming marriage
from the PI Kapps.
All Interested women are
Invited to an open house Thurs.
Oct. 12 7 8pm to meet the
sisters of ZTA. 1911 E.
Wooster. across the street
from new frat. row.
Look for FREDDIES FLOCK
this Sat. Be ready to cheer i.
have a little fun when BG
Beats Kent State. Join Freddie
In the stands & become a
fellow Flockee.
Bruce, you're taste Is Impeccable 8. It shows. In your
choice of girlfriends It
fraternity. Welcome 8, GoodLuck, you're going to need it!
Beebs.

35
36
38
39
41
42
' 44
45

Phonetic
Story
NY team
Cobra killer
Penetrates
Color
Verse
Old Gr.
weight
46 Level
47 Tricks
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14

17
20
24
V

n

I
25
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37

11

19
22

23

■

Banner Contest, and
"Yell Like Hell!"

Cake
Walking
Jass
Band

can be obtained in
405 Student Services

8 p.m. till Midnight

this week.

s
34

M

16

2 Cover

Serving sandwiches & snocks

39

For further information

42

"

45
41

49

50

1

Float Building Competition,

Sun., Oct. 15

31

41

43

12

1*

"

•6

11

-U

40

a

10

9

11

H

37

56

s

"

29

The Original

48 Mythical
king
50 Agitated
state
51 Step
53 — bonnet
M Employed
55 Asian weight
units
58 Macaw
59 Needlefish

"
:

I

51

51

u

Special thanks to all of the
Gamma Phi formal dessert
escorts.
Congratulations to Bob 8. Vlcki
on your engagement! Love,
the Gamma Phi's.
Gamma Phi Beta Is proud to
welcome all 31 new pledges!
Congratulations to Russ 6Cheri on your engagement!
Love, The Gamma Phi's.
Tony, Jeff, Doug & John The
Gamma Phi's would like to
thank you for your terrific help
during rush.
Congratulations to the Chi
Omega Pledge Council: Pat
Martin, Nancy Hanzllch, Mary
Jo Adams, Sandy Schumm,
Julie Musser, Peg Palkovlc,
Deb Groah & Deb Rahal. Good
Luckl Love, Your Sisters.
WANTED
Need F. rmte. tor large house.
Walking distance to campus.
Ownbedrm. 352 8398
1 F. needed to share apt. for
Wtr. 8. Spr. Qtrs. Close to
campus. 2nd St. 354-1362.
Need home for dog. Pt.
Cocker,
11
mo-old.
Housebroken. Shots complete.
Good watch Dogl
372-2271.
before 5pm, ask for Dr.
Hadley.
1 M. rmte. needed Wtr & Spr
Qtrs. Across from campus.
Call 354 1994.
HELPWANTED
Drummer needed. Immediate
opening
for experienced
drummer with own drums.
Must be able to work any
night. Apply in person: Dixie
Elec. Co. 25481 Rt. 25.
Perrysborg.
Plsanello's hiring waitresses fc
kitchen help. Apply 203 N.
Main after 4pm.
Plsanello's needs drivers. Own
car not necessary. Apply 203
N. Main after 4pm.
Waitresses 1st 8, 3rd shift.
Cooks, 3rd shift. Apply In
person Dutch Pantry. 1720 E.
Wooster.
LIKE DRIVING? You'll love
delivering Domino's Pizzas.
Applications now being taken.
S3.oohr. plus tips a, cammission. Positions also avail,
for phone persons. Apply In
person. 1614 E. Wooster. Bg,

4:00 pm .8:00pm.
F. wants to start or loin band.
CALL 372-3921.
Yard work & odd lobs. 352-7245

or 352 0590.
McDonalds, E. Woosler hiring
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full 8. pt. time help for day or
night. Also hiring pt. time help
for janitorial duties. Apply
between 7& 11am.
Full time last shift cooks 8. full
8, pt. time cooks & waitresses
3rd shift. Apply in person
Frisch Big Boy. 1540 E.
Wooster.
STUDENT TYPIST, MUST
HAVE
GOOD
TYPING
SKILLS, ABOVE 3.0 GRADE
AVERAGE, SOME FOREIGN
LANGUAGE
TRAINING.
TYPING WILL BE TESTED.
JOB PAYS S2.40 AN HOUR.
PREFERS
UNDERCLASSMAN.
CALL
STUDENT
EMPLOYMENT
OFFICE 3720252.
CORNER KITCHEN. Pt. time
position open. Prep., grill
cooks, waiters & waitresses.
Apply in person between 1-3 or
call for appt. 352 1810. 183 S.
Main.
Experience pt. time bar
tender. Must be 21. Apply
Northgete 1095 N. Main St.
Babysitter needed. Oct. 24 30.

352-0788.

Heading into Saturday's home game with Kent State, BGSU ranks FIRST NATIONALLY in total
offense, averaging 520.8 yards per game, compared to Oklahoma's 494.6. The Falcons are also
4th nationally in scoring, 6th in passing, and quarterback Mike Wright stands 2nd individually
in total offense.
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FOR SALE
1975 Yamaha RD350B. New
engine. Custom Paint. Must
sell. 372-5149 Ask tor Steve.
'73 Mercury Comet. 38.000 ml.
Excell. cond. 372 5140.
1977 Honda Civic. 4 speed
19.000 ml. Exceptional con
dltlon. Call 353 3244.
1960 Austin Healy. Bugeye
Sprite. Good Cond. Call after

6pm. Ron, 353 6751
AM FM stereo Receiver with 8
track player recorder. Must

sell. 352-0674.
Drafting board. 6' x 4', all
wood. mech. arm, horiz. bar,
mat & pencil tray Includ. MOO.
or best offer. 352-0853 after
5pm.
1970 Ford Maverick. 52.000 mi.
stand trans. $350 Call 352 6234.
afterS.
4
.
1975 Cutlas Supreme. Excell.
Cond. 354-1196 after 7pm.
Cralg Stereo 5000 Series. Vh
yrs. old. Excell. cond. 353-1842.

$450.
1975 Toyota Corolla Wagon.
Excell. cond. Air, AM FM, 4
sod . radio. Call 352-4743 after
Spm.
FOR RENT
FAMILY DUPLEX. Klotz Rd
3 bedrm. 1V3 baths, NO PETSI
$300 8i d«p. 352 145? 8. 352 1744.
1 bedrm. unfurn. apt, $185 mo.
All utll. pd. except elec. Ph.
35? 43to In a.m.

YOU WERE GREAT AT THE GRAND
VALLEY GAME -- COME OUT AGAIN
ON SATURDAY AND CHEER THE
NATION'S MOST EXCITING TEAM
TO VICTORY OVER KENT STATE!
Tickets On Sale At The Memorial Hall Ticket Office
(Open Weekdays 9 a.m. - 5 p.m.)
WE'RE PUTTING THE

BACK IN BG FOOTBALL
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Sports
Jury sfill out on BG defense
Usually, at the halfway point in the season, a teams'
strengths and weaknesses are easily identifiable. But in the
case of this year's Bowling Green football team, one item
remains a mystery.
Though five games have been played so far this season, the
question of whether BG's defense is going to be sound enough
to play with the Mid-American Conference contenders is still
unknown
After Saturday night's game with Toledo, the writer in this
corner has some serious doubts.
WHY DOES it take until the fifth game before one can
make a prediction?
In BG's first game, against Villanova, the offense turned
the ball over in their own territory several times, which put
a lot of pressure on a newly-assembleddefense.
The Falcons' second and third games were hardly a fair
test. They whipped Eastern Michigan and Grand Valley
State, giving up just nine points, but the competition was far
from impressive. In fact, it was poor.

Then two weeks ago, the Falcons travelled to Kalamazoo,
Mich, for a battle with Western Michigan. The Falcons gave
up 24 points and 209 yards to Jerome Persell, but they're not
the first bunch to give up that much to the Broncos.
BUT SATURDAY night's encounter with the winless

Steve
Sadler
Rockets may have given me my first clue that the defense
may have been playing on borrowed time for a little too long
Toledo came into Saturday's contest at the Glass Bowl
having scored just 24 points in four games and twice having
been shutout.

LA fakes 1-0 lead
Davey Lopes hit two homeruns as the
Los Angeles Dodgers roared to a 7-0 lead
after five innings then coasted to an 11-5
victory over the New York Yankees to take
a one-game to none lead in the World
Series, which opened in Los Angeles last
night.
Dusty Baker started the scoring when he
hit a solo homerun off Yankee starter Ed
Figueroa, 20-9 in the regular season, in the
bottom of the second inning. Later in the
inning, after Rick Monday doubled, Lee
Lacy walked and Steve Yeager ground into
a double play, Lopes hit his first homeruna two-run shot-that gave the Dodgers a 3-0
lead.
Then in the fourth inning, Bill Russell
walked, Yeager reached base on an error

and Lopes tagged his second homer of the
night-a three run blast off reliever Ken
Clay-that gave LA a 6-0 lead.
But in the seventh, Reggie Jackson
ripped a tape-measure home run that got
the Yankees their first run. Lou Piniella
followed with a single and Chris Chambliss
reached base on an error by Lopes. Bucky
Dent smacked a two-run single before
John got Micky Rivers to ground out tofirst to end the inning after having given
up three runs.
But the Dodgers came right back in the
bottom of the inning on singles by Steve
Garvey, Baker and a double by Bill North,
who pinch hit for Monday.
Catfish Hunter will oppose LA's Burt
Hooton in tonight's second game.

Lody golfers 16th
Bowling Green's women's golf team placed
16th in a field of 22 teams this past weekend at
the Indiana Invitational in Bloomington,
Indiana.
The lady Falcons totalled 700 strokes for the
two day tournament, with Cathy Hackett
leading BG with an 84-84-168 for 36 holes. Kris
McKelvey shot a 91-87-178, Lori Griffey tallied
a 94-86-180, and Sally Robinson finished with
an 88-96-194.

hionday
madnes

They had averaged 14 first downs per game and 254 yards
per game in total offense.
In the first half of the annual rivalry with BG, the Rockets
scored 20 points, made 12 first downs and had 219 total yards.
Freshman quarterback Maurice Hall riddled the Falcon
defense for 57 yards on 11 carries, and threw for 38 yards.
THE ROCKETS first drive totalled 74 yards and took 17
plays, their third drive went 70 yards in 12 plays. Toledo
outgained the mighty BG offense in every statistical
category.
Fortunately for the Falcons, Hall was injured on the last
play of the half with a twisted ankle and could not play at all
in the second half.
The Rockets were forced to go with two freshman who had
not played even one play of collegiate f ooball before then.
Even then, they managed to burn the secondary for a 73yard touchdown pass in the fourth quarter.
Had Hall remained healthy for the entire game, the game
may very well have had a different outcome.

"I THOUGHT the defense played a fine game outside the
first seven or eight minutes," he said "They (Toledo) moved
their end over and we adjusted correctly to it but we didn't
stunt correctly. But I think the defense played pretty good,
I'm pretty happy with that"
I find it hard to believe that Stolz really believes his defense
played well against Toledo. But rather than argue the
viewpoint, let's just see what happens in the remaining six
games.
BG might be able to borrow more time this weekend when
they play Kent State and possibly the week after against a
mysteriously struggling Miami offense, but when Central
Michigan and Ball State come knocking on the doors of Doyt
L. Perry Stadium in a few weeks, the Falcons defense had
better be ready to buy instead of borrow.

Falcons stick it to foes
By Dave Lewandowski
Staff Reporter
Bowling Green's women's field hockey team
turned the tables on rivals Kent State and Ashland
this weekend by disposing of both teams.
Last season the Golden Flashes and Eagles
victimized the Lady Falcons by scores of 3-1 and 32. This year the BG stickers avenged the defeats
with a 2-1 win over Kent on Friday and a 3-1 victory over Ashland on Saturday.
"WE PLAYED A SUPER game, the best we've

played all season," coach Pat Brett commented
after the Kent game. "Our offense has confidence
and our defense is starting to gell."
All the scoring against Kent was done in the first
half. Mary George and Cindy Dilley produced
goals for the Falcons giving them the victory.
"We controlled the offense in the first half,"
Brett said. "Kent was more on the attack in the
second half but our defense shut them out."
THE STICKERS FOUND Ashland a less formidable opponent by controlling the play and
coming away with the two goal victory. Hope

Chmil, Deb Lux and Lellie Dutton scored for the
Ladybirds.
Brett said the team is starting to work together,
something they had difficulty doing in their first
game against Wooster.
THE STICKERS RETURN for their first and
only home appearance of the season this Saturday
against Miami.
BG has scored nine goals this season in their
first three games. The Ladybirds didn't equal that
production last season until their ninth game of the
campaiga

Booters face Ohio State
By Dave Lewandowski
Staff Reporter

Ohio State took the crown with a total 601
for 36 holes of play. The Buckeyes took the
individual medalist honors as well, with
Karin Mundinger carding an even par 144.
Mundinger shot a one-under par 71 on the
second day to capture the title.
Indiana University finished second in the
team competition with a score of 620.
The ladies head for Madison, Wisconsin this
Friday for the two-day Mid-West Regionals.

Though the normally listless Rockets' offense exploded on
the Falcons, BG coach Denny Stolz insisted his defense
played well.

Bowling Green's undefeated soccer team will be
looking for victory number five against Ohio State
today at 3:30 p.m. on the soccer field west of the
stadium.
The Falcons, ranked fourth in the state and fifth
in the Mideast, won't be taking the Buckeye
booters lightly. Last season OSU defeated BG 2-0.
"They're a good capable team," coach Gary

Palmisano said. "They had a rough first part of
the season but are now starting to build their
confidence back up."

in the horizon the Falcons cannot afford to look
ahead but play their best in the games beforehand
according to Esckilsen.

BG junior back Chip Esckilsen said the
Buckeyes are about the same caliber of a team as
Miami and Ohio Wesleyan. "They play the short
ball and have a tactical and passing attack similar
to ours," Esckilsen said.
,

BG senior striker Ken Hendershott will not see
action tomorrow after suffering a knee injury two
weeks ago against Miami. Also on the injured list
is freshman link Eric Lebberts.

BG has adopted a one game at a time attitude.
With perennial powers Akron and Cleveland State

The Falcons wind up their home stint against
Ball State on Saturday at 2 p.m.
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IF YOU LIKE COOR'S
YOU'LL LOVE PREMIUM
,\V\i"

PEARL
THE BIG BEER
FROM TEXAS
Enjoy Some Today

SKI COLORADO!
Rocky Mt. Ski Trip to
Vail, Colorado with the I
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B.G.S.U. SKI CLUB.

Myles Pizza Pub
Wednesday Oct. 11
Wine and Cordial Plate
Opening till 1: AM
Live Music by Ron Conner
8:00 P.M. -12:30 A.M.

THE ESCORT SYSTEM
NEEDS YOU
ANY MALE OR FEMALE INTERESTED
IN BEING AN ESCORT OR DISPATCHER
FOR THE SYSTEM, PLEASE PICK UP AN
APPLICATION IN 405 STUDENT SERVICES.
ALSO SIGN UP FOR AN INTERVIEW
TO BE HELD MONDAY THRU THURSDAY
FROM 7:00-9:00.

WE NEED ALL THE
HELP WE CAN GET
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Details tonight at 115 Ed. 7:30
GET PSYCHED
FOR THE BIG BUMPS!
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FREE MUGS AT
PONDEROSA

Today's fashion
in one word. Boots.
Today s designer. Dexter.
And it's not just good
looks. It's rich leather built on a solid
leather sole, it's a stacked
heel, it's distinctive styling. Any way
you look at it. Dexter
makes the right shoe for both feet.

WHEN YOU BUYONE OF OUR SELECTED DINNERS.

For every T-Bone, Steak & Shrimp
Shrimp or Super Sirloin dinner
you buy, you'll receive a handsome glass mug,
free. These mugs
are made by
Libbey glass
and hold 12 oz.
of your favorite
beverage. The
mugs, which
normally retail for more
than $1.00,
will be available all day,
every day
beginning
Sept. 22 while
supplies last.
Details available at participating steak
houses. So come
In and get a mug. And start
your collection.

TRY OUR NEW IMPROVED SALAD BAK.
E. Wooster St.
[Across from Parry Stadium]

$57.95

IS
145 N. MAIN STREET - BOWLING GREEN. OHIO 4340}

